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HPE STORAGE AND DATA
PROTECTION SOLUTIONS
Real-world success stories from the hybrid cloud enterprise

Get started

FOREWORD

Data is the life force of today’s businesses. As organizations
increasingly depend on the elusive properties of data to create
worth, a robust data management plan has fast evolved as the
mainstay for business success. HPE storage and data protection
solutions can help you reimagine the way data is delivered,
managed, protected, and analyzed. Offered as a service and
as part of our edge-to-cloud platform, customers look to
HPE storage and data protection solutions to transform faster,
modernize their data protection, power private cloud and edge,
and ultimately unlock the value of their data.
As you read these customer stories, we hope you share their
excitement about tackling data management challenges
head-on and the immense value it has unraveled for them.
See for yourself how adopting a data-first approach and
simplifying data management can bring in diverse business
and IT benefits. Experience how data powers business
applications by being always on and always fast, data is
protected and mobile across clouds, and data innovators are
empowered to tap its value everywhere. We hope you find
these stories as fascinating as we do.
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SERVICE PROVIDERS
To meet the requirements of today’s customers, service providers are scaling
to meet massive storage growth requirements. This means improving the
performance, security, and availability of their cloud‑hosted service offerings
without impacting customer pricing. The following case studies show how
service providers have consolidated storage infrastructure on today’s all flash
storage with the predictive insight software. Learn how service providers can
increase performance and flexibility, reduce costs, and help ensure reliable
service-level agreements (SLAs) for their customers.
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OPUS INTERACTIVE
IT and cloud computing services
company in Oregon

more

“As stewards to our customers’ environments, we look at everything from
building design—carefully selecting data center partners dedicated to
optimization and long-term efficiency strategies—to the computer
equipment to find ways to be more energy efficient. One of the things I
love about HPE products is they are ENERGY STAR® rated. Those
efficiencies matter as customers ramp up and data grows.”
– Shannon Hulbert, CEO and Co-owner, Opus Interactive

Opus Interactive tailor-fits cloud solutions to individual customer workloads, optimizing value across multiple clouds. Building on its drive for continuous
innovation, the IT company wanted to strengthen its position as a hub for hybrid and multicloud solutions. To that end, Opus Interactive leveraged
its relationship with Hewlett Packard Enterprise through the HPE Partner Ready for Service Providers program. The HPE relationship connected the
IT company to Scality and its on-premises, private cloud storage solution, Scality RING—running on HPE Apollo 4000 systems. In addition to the
storage environment, the company relies on HPE Synergy composable infrastructure as the core platform for its private cloud compute services, and
HPE OneView for central, intelligent management of the entire physical infrastructure. What’s more, Opus Interactive recently implemented Veeam
Backup & Replication to further enhance its offerings with backup as a service.

The platform
HPE Apollo 4000 systems | HPE Synergy | HPE OneView | Scality RING | Veeam Backup & Replication

Read the full case study
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OPUS INTERACTIVE
Service provider

Outcomes

Business
• Positions the IT company as a cloud hub,
strengthening value to customers

NA

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Build a culture of continuous innovation to provide enterprises with tailor-fit cloud solutions that grow and evolve
across multiple clouds.

• Provides Opus Interactive customers with
more options to optimize workloads

THE WAY FORWARD

• Creates a versatile cloud platform for
expanding service offerings

“HPE has always been about reliability, performance, and innovation, which are the same things we offer our
customers. As we continue to move our business forward, HPE continues to be a great partner.”

Operations
• Enables seamless expansion of data storage
and performance as needs change while
reducing ongoing operational expenses

– Shannon Hulbert, CEO and Co-owner, Opus Interactive

• Protects against data loss from component,
server, rack, or entire data center failures
• Simplifies upgrades—scales and updates
with HPE Apollo 4000 system

“The biggest takeaway for me from 2020 is the realization that who you
surround yourself with is especially important when times are tough. It
applies to business as well. Our relationship with HPE and Scality has
become even more impressive as we continue working together. It’s really
about the commitment to transparency and innovation we share. Opus is
able to be the trusted advisor we are to our customers because of the
people at HPE and Scality who we surround ourselves with.”
– Shannon Hulbert, CEO and Co-owner, Opus Interactive

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT

Petabyte-scale object storage at lower cost than major public cloud providers
Ultra-dense, high-capacity
HPE Apollo 4000 systems

Scality RING object storage
software
Seamless expansion for virtually
unlimited scaling

FIGURE 1. Petabyte-scale object storage at a lower cost than major public cloud providers

The platform
HPE Apollo 4000 systems | HPE Synergy | HPE OneView | Scality RING | Veeam Backup & Replication

Read the full case study
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VISOLIT
Leading provider of cloud
services, security, and
infrastructure in the Nordic
region.

more

“With HPE 3PAR, we are able to tier our storage offering according to
customer needs. We can move customers as their needs change from one
tier to another on the fly with no downtime. That’s a valuable benefit we
provide customers as part of our day-to-day operations.”
– Henrik Kjellsby, Head of Oslo operations, Visolit

Visolit is a fast-growing technology group that has delivered quality solutions to the Nordic
market—since its inception in 1997—in an ever-changing technology environment. Leveraging
intelligent data storage and server solutions from HPE, Visolit is transforming its data center for
an as-a-service future, empowering the company with artificial intelligence (AI)-driven insight and
the ability to align server and storage resources to customer needs on the fly.

The platform
HPE 3PAR storage | HPE BladeSystem | HPE StoreOnce | HPE InfoSight | HPE Recovery Manager Central (RMC)

Read the full case study
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VISOLIT
Service provider

Outcomes

Business
• Enables dynamic storage tiering according
to customer needs

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Assure hosted customers of rapid, efficient access to their data, with protection against corruption or loss.

• Offers more than 2x faster backups with
intelligent, automated data protection

THE WAY FORWARD

• Provides AI-driven insights to predict
capacity and performance needs

Visolit has transformed its data center and foresees opportunities to leverage the AI-driven automation of
HPE intelligent storage as the company’s offerings expand.

Operations
• Needs fewer IT staff to enable ideal data
center operations
• Strengthens customer confidence in Visolit
as-a-service provider
• Helps the company be more flexible and
responsive to customers

Europe

“With the business doing more as-a-service, HPE intelligent storage will
help us be more flexible and responsive to customers and adapt to
changes in real time. HPE InfoSight makes day-to-day operations much
easier and is essential for proper capacity planning.”
– Henrik Kjellsby, Head of Oslo operations, Visolit

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
HPE RMC helps Visolit gain:

2x

faster single virtual
machine (VM) backup
than the legacy backup
solution

5-minute

40–50

concurrent
backups run
throughout
the day

recovery of a
single VM

The platform
HPE 3PAR storage | HPE BladeSystem | HPE StoreOnce | HPE InfoSight | HPE RMC

Read the full case study
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OPTIMAL SYSTEMS
Group of 16 software solutions
companies in Europe.

more

“Storage is one of the most important components of our infrastructure—it
is where critical data sits. Sometimes it has to be scalable to grow quite
large. Sometimes performance and latency really matter. With HPE 3PAR
and HPE Nimble Storage, we can cover all these requirements with the
most cost-effective and efficient solution.”
– Olaf Holst, Chief Technology Evangelist, OPTIMAL SYSTEMS

OPTIMAL SYSTEMS, a software solutions company for more than 15 years,
launched an enormous software development initiative to deliver a line of new,
cloud-native products and expand the company’s business globally. Worldwide,
the company’s development teams rely on its centralized data center in Berlin.
Speed matters at every stage of the software development lifecycle, along with
the ability to scale as business demands grow. The teams depend on storage
services being available 24x7, making system stability another top priority.
With HPE 3PAR storage and HPE Nimble Storage, the company gained reliable
high performance, seamless scalability, and intelligence to improve storage
utilization based on business demands.

The platform
HPE 3PAR storage | HPE Nimble Storage Adaptive Flash | HPE BladeSystem |
HPE ProLiant | HPE InfoSight | HPE OneView | VMware vSphere®

Read the full case study
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OPTIMAL SYSTEMS
Service provider

Outcomes

Business
• Accelerates continuous integration and
continuous delivery (CI/CD) test and
development cycles for critical software
product offerings
• Assures storage availability to support
business demand 24x7
• Supports business strategy to expand the
market reach globally
Operations
• Moves data automatically to optimal storage
tier based on demand
• Reduces latency for data access under
heavy load by 10x
• Streamlines storage administration and
support

Europe

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Accelerate software development cycles to meet strategic innovation and business expansion goals.

THE WAY FORWARD
“In situations where the workload is very heavy, we want to know how the storage system will react so
we can plan ahead. In the past, we had storage that would just crash if it got overloaded. HPE 3PAR (with
HPE 3PAR Adaptive Optimization software) is more resilient and adaptive, so even when we push it to the
limit, the system continues to run.”
– Jasin Hahne, Customer Support Team Leader, OPTIMAL SYSTEMS

“In choosing storage for our mission-critical workloads, we evaluated performance,
reliability, scale-up possibilities, and support for virtualization. HPE 3PAR excels in all of
these areas.”
– Jasin Hahne, Customer Support Team Leader, OPTIMAL SYSTEMS

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
HPE 3PAR Adaptive Optimization software delivers the next generation in autonomic storage tiering by taking a
fine-grained, highly automated approach to service level optimization.
Virtualized Servers

HPE 3PAR Adaptive Optimization

Tier 0
Flash

Server Infrastructure

Tier 1
HDD

Tier 2
HDD

HPE 3PAR 8200 StoreServ
FIGURE 2. The HPE 3PAR Adaptive Optimization software

The platform
HPE 3PAR storage | HPE Nimble Storage Adaptive Flash | HPE BladeSystem |
HPE ProLiant | HPE InfoSight | HPE OneView | VMware vSphere

Read the full case study
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WEBAIR
Leading IT infrastructure and
cloud solutions provider in
New York.

more

“HPE InfoSight gives us the predictive analytics to make growth
projections and anticipate when to buy additional hardware to support our
growing customers. That’s why we use HPE, because they’re not just
providing hardware, but also great software for managing our
infrastructure.”
– Michael Ohayon, COO, Webair

Webair offers a whole host of IT infrastructure and cloud solutions—from disaster recovery (DR)
as a service and off-site backup as a service to dedicated private cloud, managed security, and
more—supporting diverse customer workloads. When it comes to enterprise storage to support
its customers’ production workloads, backups, and DR, Webair relies on HPE Nimble Storage and
HPE Apollo systems with the predictive analytics of HPE InfoSight.

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE Apollo 4200 systems | HPE InfoSight | Veeam Backup & Replication | VMware vCenter®

Read the full case study
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WEBAIR
Service provider

Outcomes

Business
• Ensures customers get reliable, secure
storage and data protection

NA

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Accurately project storage capacity requirements over time to stay ahead of customer growth

• Builds customer trust and confidence in the
company’s services

THE WAY FORWARD

• Supports Webair’s strategy to expand
business globally

“HPE has given us the confidence to make HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Apollo 4200 systems our storage
platforms of choice as we expand our company globally.”

Operations
• Supports unpredictable, diverse workloads
on a single storage platform

– Michael Ohayon, COO, Webair

• Simplifies as-a-service operations for
multiple hosted customers
• Enables Webair to proactively plan for
capacity growth

“We look for solutions like HPE InfoSight to give us full visibility into what’s going
on in our HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Apollo 4200 environments. HPE InfoSight
gives us the predictive analytics to make growth projections.”
– Michael Ohayon, COO, Webair

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT

HPE InfoSight
improves usage
forecasting

Capacity %

150%

cone of
uncertainty

100%

forecast

50%

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

FIGURE 3. HPE InfoSight improves usage forecasting

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE Apollo 4200 systems | HPE InfoSight | Veeam Backup & Replication | VMware vCenter

Read the full case study
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LAKE SOLUTIONS
Swiss cloud service provider

more

“The combination of HPE Apollo 4000 systems and Scality RING, delivered
with HPE GreenLake, makes our backup-as-a-service offering more elastic
and secure. It gives us a durable platform for introducing additional
services. It’s important that we choose a platform that can be as flexible as
possible to support different services and customer needs.”
– Daniele Palazzo, COO, LAKE Solutions

LAKE Solutions, one of the leading cloud service providers in Switzerland, stands apart from its competitors by
providing personalized customer attention that others simply can’t match. Each customer’s needs are unique, and the
company has designed agility into its business at every level to accommodate those differences. That’s why LAKE
Solutions built its two data centers on HPE technology, delivered with HPE GreenLake to achieve the cloud agility and
responsiveness its customers expect, and the on-premises control and compliance LAKE Solutions requires.

The platform
HPE Apollo 4200 systems | HPE Synergy | HPE 3PAR storage | Scality RING | Veeam Backup &
Replication | Commvault | HPE GreenLake

Read the full case study
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LAKE SOLUTIONS
Service provider

Outcomes

Business
• Assures data is secure and compliant
• Provides flexible platform for delivering new
service offerings
• Aligns costs with usage to be competitive
and profitable
Operations
• Scales up or down economically to meet
dynamic demands
• Mitigates the need for over- or
under‑provisioning storage infrastructure

NA

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Improve flexibility and economics for delivering backup as a service to customers with unpredictable demands

THE WAY FORWARD
LAKE Solutions wanted flexibility, and HPE Apollo 4000 systems and Scality RING provided just that. It’s an ideal
solution for accommodating customer needs, managing the infrastructure cost-effectively, and providing a wide
choice of backup services.

“Having HPE Apollo 4000 systems and Scality RING in the HPE GreenLake model
made it possible for us to start quite small without the risk of being under-sized for
our customers. We didn’t need to invest in a lot of capacity up front like the old
CAPEX model.”
– Roman Hegnauer, Chief Sales Officer, LAKE Solutions

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
With this solution, LAKE Solutions can:

• Slash 40%–50% cost per gigabyte for backup data
• Flex its capacity, up or down, with HPE GreenLake

The platform
HPE Apollo 4200 systems | HPE Synergy | HPE 3PAR storage | Scality RING | Veeam Backup &
Replication | Commvault | HPE GreenLake

Read the full case study
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MEDIAHUB AUSTRALIA
Technology-based managed
services, specializing in broadcast,
data management, connectivity,
and archiving.

more

“In global terms, Australia is a vibrant but small broadcast market. ArkHub
enables us to expand into new markets. HPE and Scality create a very real
gateway into the digital storage market and that presents an enormous
growth opportunity for us.”
– Alan Sweeney, CEO, MediaHub Australia

MediaHub Australia is one of the largest service providers that accelerate
transformation in the Australian market. The company is responsible for
the live broadcast of more than 400 TV channels and 90 radio stations.
It works with the country’s biggest broadcasters, including Sky and
ABC. MediaHub Australia wanted to create a service to not just allow
broadcasters to store content but also enable instant access without
additional fees. To that end, MediaHub Australia created ArkHub,
a new storage as a service aimed at the Australian broadcast
market. It’s built on the high storage density of the HPE Apollo
4510 Gen10 system, along with Scality RING scalable
object storage, Cray ClusterStor E1000 Storage System,
and Mellanox SX6036 InfiniBand Switch.

The platform
HPE Apollo 4510 Gen10 system | HPE Scalable Object Storage with Scality RING |
Cray ClusterStor E1000 Storage Systems

Read the full case study
Watch the case study
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MEDIAHUB AUSTRALIA
Service provider

Outcomes

Business
• Creates a competitive advantage for
MediaHub Australia in a crowded field of
broadcast service providers
• Allows broadcasters to store data with
instant access, respecting privacy
regulations
• Opens growth opportunities in healthcare,
education, and finance industries
Operations
• Strengthens business continuity with
backups and reliable access
• Provides an easily scalable solution—allows
MediaHub Australia to add capacity as
required
• Enables peace of mind and smooth
operations with HPE support

APAC

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Create a low-cost data storage service for broadcasters that allows instant access from anywhere in the world.

THE WAY FORWARD
MediaHub Australia is actively pursuing other data-heavy industries, including healthcare, education, and finance,
where secure access to historical data is critical. The HPE solution is easily expandable, meaning MediaHub Australia
can add capacity as required.

“A very robust, technologically advanced solution allows us to develop a
storage solution that would meet the exacting needs of the industry and
our clients.”
– Mark Strachan, Head of Product, MediaHub Australia

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
“Scality enabled us to stretch across our own data centers and two
co-locations.”
– Scott Jolly, Head of Operations, MediaHub Australia

“This, plus the density of HPE Apollo, allowed us to address fourteen-nines
durability and data retrieval times, offering one hundred percent
availability.”
– Alan Sweeney, CEO, MediaHub Australia

The platform
HPE Apollo 4510 Gen10 system | HPE Scalable Object Storage with Scality RING |
Cray ClusterStor E1000 Storage Systems

Read the full case study
Watch the case study
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AGNITIO AS
IT service provider in Norway

more

“We know we can rely on HPE if we ever need support. But HPE Primera is
so easy to use and upgrade, we can do everything ourselves in very little
time. It allows us to put more resources toward delivering the best
customer experience possible.”
– Geir Smedegård, Sales Manager, Agnitio AS

Agnitio AS provides IT infrastructure to one of the largest banks in Norway—Sparebanken Sogn og
Fjordane (SSF). Faced with the bank’s increasing mission-critical workloads and growing demands from
other customers, Agnitio AS wanted to upgrade its underlying storage platform. A long-time HPE partner,
Agnitio AS chose to upgrade from HPE 3PAR storage to HPE Primera to gain mission-critical performance
and reliability with a simple on-demand experience for its customers. Today, the IT infrastructure
provider’s augmented solution enables the bank to respond dynamically to changing business demands
and new opportunities to enhance its customer experience. Another key benefit for Agnitio AS and its
customers is the 100% availability guarantee with HPE Primera.1
hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00074521enw?from=app&section=search&isFutureVersion=true

1

The platform
HPE Primera | HPE Synergy | HPE StoreOnce | HPE InfoSight |
Veeam Backup & Replication | VMware vCenter

Read the full case study
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AGNITIO AS
Service provider

Outcomes

Business
• Enables excellence in quality of experience
for hosted clients

Europe

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Deliver reliable, high-performance storage services with ease for hosted clients running mission-critical applications

• Frees time for hosted clients to focus on
their customer needs

THE WAY FORWARD

• Strengthens the company’s competitive
advantage as a trusted service provider

Agnitio AS deployed HPE Primera with HPE InfoSight to provide intelligent, highly available storage as a service for
banks and other private and public customers. The team is excited for what comes next.

Operations
• Accelerates IT response to business demand
deploying VMs in minutes

“We have seen how the HPE team can proactively identify and resolve an
issue before it becomes a problem. That helps us avoid any service
disruptions for our customers.”

• Delivers 100% availability for mission-critical
applications and services
• Provides predictive intelligence for IT to stay
ahead of system issues

– Kristian Lien, Sales team, Agnitio AS

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
HPE Primera offered Agnitio AS:
• Predictive
intelligence for IT

• 100% availability
guarantee

• Deployment of
VMs in minutes

The platform
HPE Primera | HPE Synergy | HPE StoreOnce | HPE InfoSight |
Veeam Backup & Replication | VMware vCenter

Read the full case study
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PROVIDE
IT service provider in Linz,
Upper Austria

more

“I am pleased that I chose HPE and TECHSOFT. I have never regretted this
decision.”
– Martin Korczynski, Consultant, Provide

IT customers are demanding, especially when it
comes to using their computing power as a service
with an IT service provider. That’s also true of
Provide. Renowned customers use the storage
facilities of the data processing specialist. Their
requirements include high access speeds, constant
availability of data and applications, and total
reliability. HPE and TECHSOFT enabled Provide
to keep these promises to its customers. The
two IT partners modernized the Provide storage
environment with HPE Primera.

The platform
HPE Primera | HPE B-series SN3600B Fibre Channel Switch

Read the full case study
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PROVIDE
Service provider

Outcomes

Business
• Offers total future security
• Delivers a storage platform as the basis for
new IT services
• Saves time and cost in management
Operations
• Provides a reliable, agile system with high
availability
• Enhances performance
• Delivers easy central management
• Saves storage space on discs
• Includes licenses with the platform

Europe

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Modernize the storage environment, ensure maximum availability and resiliency, and switchover to a new storage
platform during live business operations

THE WAY FORWARD
“HPE Primera really heralds the future of storage in our company. For us and for our customers.”
– Martin Korczynski, Consultant, Provide

“Anyone like Provide who changes from traditional storage systems to
high‑end storage architecture with the required agility of cloud solutions and
the necessary resiliency for certain business-critical applications will find no
better alternative than HPE Primera. This is now the technological standard.”
– Stefan Pühringer, Account Manager, TECHSOFT

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
With HPE Primera, Provides gains:

3x more power

60% saving
on discs

Online update
policy

Necessary
licenses included

The platform
HPE Primera | HPE B-series SN3600B Fibre Channel Switch

Read the full case study

FINANCIAL SERVICES
The financial services and banking markets are
changing rapidly. By embracing today’s technology,
financial services organizations can provide the
online and mobile services their customers demand
and meet regulatory requirements such as General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). The following
case studies demonstrate how financial services
organizations can provide always on banking and
quickly deliver new services such as mobile banking to
meet customer demands. In addition, their infrastructure
supports the robust disaster recovery and business
continuity plans required by bank regulators.
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OME SHINKIN BANK
Provider of community-oriented
banking services in Tokyo

more

“This product’s highly efficient inline compression and deduplication
functionalities. This was the biggest deciding factor. The storage in the old
environment was not equipped with these features. That is why we were
frequently forced to install more disks when we tried to expand capacity
by adding new servers. With HPE Nimble Storage, we can use the storage
resources much more efficiently.”
– Yoshihiro Isobe, Deputy Section Manager, Administrative Department, System Section, Ome Shinkin Bank

Ome Shinkin Bank provides a wide range of financial services to both private and corporate
customers. When the bank wanted to refresh its virtualization infrastructure that supports its
various internal business systems, it chose to partner with HPE. The bank’s requirements ranged
from gaining the high performance and reliability essential for the IT infrastructure of a financial
institution to reducing infrastructure costs and streamlining business system operations and
management. HPE Nimble Storage and HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server addressed these
challenges and brought in significant benefits to the financial institution.

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE InfoSight | HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server

Read the full case study
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OME SHINKIN BANK
Financial services

Outcomes

Business
• Gains high reliability and usability essential
to financial systems
• Establishes a reliable environment that can
help prevent firmware tampering
• Acquires the agility to respond immediately
to new business needs and changes
• Sets up a simple DR solution by leveraging a
remote data center
Operations
• Builds an intelligent storage environment
with HPE Nimble Storage
• Strikes a right balance to meet both
performance and cost requirements
• Increases the return on IT investment by
leveraging the inline compression and
deduplication features

APAC

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Renew the virtualization infrastructure for various business systems used to support core banking operations, reduce
infrastructure costs, utilize resources more effectively, and streamline operations and management tasks

THE WAY FORWARD
“We decided to switch all our hardware to HPE products. The high level of performance, reliability, and
security we are experiencing now with these products make us firmly believe that we indeed made the
right choice. As the next steps, we are thinking of consolidating the servers that are still left in the physical
environment and also building a disaster recovery (DR) environment by taking advantage of the replication
functionality of HPE Nimble Storage.”
– Masahiko Yamamoto, Section Manager, Administrative Department, System Section, Ome Shinkin Bank

“The benefits we are gaining from the inline compression and
deduplication functionalities are huge. For example, we have been able to
reduce the storage capacity to approximately 1/4 of the space we needed
before. HPE InfoSight’s predictive analytical power is also contributing
immensely to the stable operation of the infrastructure.”
– Yoshihiro Isobe, Deputy Section Manager, Administrative Department, System Section, Ome Shinkin Bank

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
With this association, Ome Shinkin Bank gained:
Guaranteed availability of 99.9999% 2

The platform

Migration of approximately 20 servers

Reduced storage capacity to
approximately one-fourth of the space

hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00026086enw?from=app&section=search&isFutureVersion=true

2

HPE Nimble Storage | HPE InfoSight | HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server

Read the full case study
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HNB FINANCE
Premier finance company in
Sri Lanka

more

“When customers want to apply for a loan or make a payment, those
services need to be available. If we aren’t able to disburse a loan when the
customer requested, we could lose that customer. If we can’t take a
payment because the systems are down, we lose that payment. Since we
transformed our infrastructure with HPE, our operation has run very
smoothly for our internal and external users.”
– Pradeepa Dias, CIO, HNB Finance

As a customer-focused business with a vision to lead Sri Lanka in innovative financial solutions that enhance the lives and livelihood of people across the
country, HNB Finance needed to transform its technology foundation—and do so quickly. HNB Finance worked with its local technology partner, Netsys
Solutions, and HPE distributor, Plexus Global, to design and implement a new IT infrastructure built entirely on HPE technology—HPE ProLiant DL380
Gen10 servers, HPE Primera mission critical storage, and Aruba networking. HNB Finance also backs up its applications and databases to HPE StoreOnce.
By building a robust new infrastructure, periodic system issues that previously disrupted business operations are now a thing of the past.

The platform
HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server | HPE Primera | HPE StoreOnce system | Aruba networking | HPE InfoSight

Read the full case study
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HNB FINANCE
Financial services

Outcomes

Business
• Delivers significantly better customer
experience
• Sustains efficient, cost-effective business
growth
• Enables dynamic and more agile innovation
Operations
• Enables 100% uptime for critical
applications3
• Provides greater operational efficiency

APAC

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Get recognized as a leader in providing innovative, technology driven financial solutions with a human touch

THE WAY FORWARD

HNB Finance now has a solid technology foundation to take the company into the future, supporting further
innovation to expand service offerings and reach more customers across Sri Lanka.

“We are truly fulfilling our vision of being a technology-driven financial
organization. Our new infrastructure enables us to sustain ongoing
business growth while delivering our services more efficiently and
cost‑effectively. By being more efficient operationally and financially, we
can keep the cost of financing more manageable for our customers and
enable more people across Sri Lanka to realize their dreams, whether
that’s running a business or improving their personal financial position.”
– Pradeepa Dias, CIO, HNB Finance

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
With this association, Ome Shinkin Bank gained:
100% uptime for critical applications

3

Greater operational efficiency

Enhanced customer experience

hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00074521enw?from=app&section=search&isFutureVersion=true

The platform
HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server | HPE Primera | HPE StoreOnce system | Aruba networking | HPE InfoSight

Read the full case study

MANUFACTURING
AND RETAIL
Manufacturing and retail companies are
modernizing their IT infrastructure to improve
customer service, control costs, and provide
customers with the technology they expect. By
deploying modern storage infrastructure, including
all-flash storage and predictable analytics, these
businesses can support Big Data for business
intelligence and real time analytics while enabling
business continuity across multiple sites and the
cloud. Additionally, modern IT infrastructure helps
create innovative solutions and consumer apps for
shopping and orders.

eBook

ROHDE & SCHWARZ
A German engineering leader

more

“Ultimately, HPE Nimble Storage is going to enable even better business
outcomes for Rohde & Schwarz. Delivering developer results faster means
improved go-to-market for us in the end.”
– Johannes Weidacher, IT Specialist for Data Center Virtualization and Storage, Rohde & Schwarz

Rohde & Schwarz develops a wide range of
innovative communications, information,
and security products for industry and
government customers. The high-tech
company relies heavily on HPE 3PAR storage
for its business-critical applications and
databases. So, when Rohde & Schwarz was
looking to upgrade its VDI environment,
HPE Nimble Storage was a natural choice.
With 99.9999% availability and fast, reliable
access to data, HPE Nimble Storage features
predictive intelligence and self-managing
capabilities. This enables the Rohde &
Schwarz development team to work more
quickly, independently, and with greater
confidence in its data and systems.

The platform
HPE 3PAR storage | HPE Nimble Storage All Flash Array | HPE StoreOnce Data Protection Backup Appliances |
Veeam Backup & Replication

Read the full case study
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ROHDE & SCHWARZ
Manufacturing
& retail

Outcomes

Business
• Powers a go-to-market strategy by speeding
developer workflow
• Enables regional team ownership of storage
environments
• Simplifies technology purchases and support
through a single vendor
Operations
• Enables 20% year-over-year data growth—
without growing pains
• Delivers 3x the performance of previous
developer storage environment
• Reclaims significant management time for
core strategy implementation

Europe

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Speed time to market for new products while reducing storage management and complexity

THE WAY FORWARD
The HPE Nimble Storage array features predictive intelligence and self-managing capabilities that enable the Rohde
& Schwarz development team to apply VDI to work more independently and with greater confidence in its data and
systems. HPE continues to deliver 24x7 service levels for enterprise applications.

“Our goal is to empower innovation. Expanding our relationship with a
technology partner like HPE takes complexity out of our environment,
gives our users a better experience, and allows us to focus more on our
core business strategy.”
– Johannes Weidacher, IT Specialist for Data Center Virtualization and Storage, Rohde & Schwarz

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
“80% of our VMware instances are on a Peer Persistence volume for
continuous data availability.”
– Johannes Weidacher, IT Specialist for Data Center Virtualization and Storage, Rohde & Schwarz
HPE 3PAR Peer Persistence brings in:
• High-availability solution between two sites or data
centers at metropolitan or campus distances
• Storage access failover and failback that remains
completely transparent to hosts and applications
• HPE 3PAR systems located in different data centers
that act as peers to each other

VMware

HPE 3PAR

HPE 3PAR

Site 1

Site 2

FIGURE 4. HPE 3PAR Peer Persistence

The platform
HPE 3PAR storage | HPE Nimble Storage All Flash Array | HPE StoreOnce Data Protection Backup Appliances |
Veeam Backup & Replication | Citrix XenDesktop

Read the full case study
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VEXCEL IMAGING
European manufacturer of high
end cameras

more

“If you imagine that one of our cameras alone produces around five to seven
terabytes of data during a flight, it quickly becomes clear why we need a
powerful, reliable, and highly scalable IT infrastructure for our service.”
– Christian Lackner, Head of IT, Vexcel Imaging

Vexcel Imaging, a worldwide leader in manufacturing high-end cameras for large-format, digital
aerial photography, introduced digital aerial photographs as a service—flying to cities in the
U.S., taking high resolution aerial photographs, and then making them available to customers
via a cloud solution. To expand this new service internationally, the biggest challenge was
launching a powerful, hybrid cloud infrastructure with fast data processing that would enable
Vexcel Imaging to provide its customers with a reliable digital service for aerial photography.
With HPE Apollo 4200 Gen10 server and Qumulo software, Vexcel Imaging has laid the
foundations for further business success in the future.

The platform
HPE Apollo 4210 Gen10 server | Qumulo

Read the full case study
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VEXCEL IMAGING
Manufacturing
& retail

Outcomes

Business
• Enables international expansion of the new
Vexcel Imaging service
• Increases speed and agility in project
implementation

Europe

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Build a powerful, hybrid cloud infrastructure with fast data processing

THE WAY FORWARD

• Delivers lean infrastructure according to
current needs

“With this project, we have taken the first step on the road to our own digital transformation. Now we will do
everything in our power to successfully continue along this path. I am convinced that we will succeed.”

• Offers great potential for expansion

– Alexander Wiechert, CEO, Vexcel Imaging

Operations
• Delivers a powerful, reliable, and highly
scalable data center solution

“With our software defined complete solution, we bridge the gap between
all systems in a MSA HPE infrastructure, enabling seamless workflows and
comprehensive control, thanks to real-time monitoring. All in all, it’s a
system made for the very specific needs of Vexcel.”

• Provides a hybrid cloud infrastructure with
a perfect balance between performance,
capacity, and security
• Brings in easier, central management of IT
components
• Offers seamless workflows and
comprehensive control, thanks to real time
monitoring

– Ingmar Löke, Director Sales DACH, Qumulo

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
Scalability plus seamless image management

HPE Apollo servers

Qumulo software

FIGURE 5. Scalability plus seamless image management

The platform
HPE Apollo 4210 Gen10 server | Qumulo

Read the full case study
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F.V. S.A.
Argentinian furniture
manufacturer

more

“We are very satisfied with HPE, not only because of its cutting-edge
technology, but also for the attention we received from the very beginning.
The care, treatment, and interest in its customers, both from HPE and its
Febicom channel, are unequaled.”
– Gerardo Dall’Orso, Corporate Systems Manager, F.V. S.A.

F.V. S.A. has been the undisputed leader in manufacturing and marketing
of bathroom, kitchen, and sanitary fittings in Argentina and Latin American
markets. The manufacturing giant has streamlined the use of applications such
as Veeam and SAP with HPE Nimble Storage and HPE StoreOnce to improve
the performance of accessing its data. Thanks to the HPE InfoSight predictive
solution, F.V. S.A. can anticipate and predict problems with storage, as well as
with servers and networks.

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE StoreOnce |
HPE InfoSight | Veeam Backup & Replication

Read the full case study
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F.V. S.A.
Manufacturing
& retail

Outcomes

Business
• Improves performance of business-critical
applications
• Offers tailormade financing for customers
• Lowers maintenance costs
Operations
• Provides easy installation and maintenance
• Delivers quicker backups
• Reduces downtime, thanks to predictive
analytics based on machine learning
• Offers easy integration with Veeam and SAP

NA

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Implement a streamlined, efficient, and reliable storage solution to consolidate operations of the various companies
and their different projects

THE WAY FORWARD
Veeam and HPE have partnered to deliver unique capabilities by integrating recovery solution features directly into
HPE’s primary and secondary storage platforms.

“With the integration of HPE Nimble Storage and HPE StoreOnce with
Veeam, returning to an earlier version of the data set due to some
implementation error and mounting any virtual machine that previously
took hours now takes seconds.”
– Esteban Viegener, F.V. S.A. Technology and IT Security Manager

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
HPE Nimble Storage offers:
• Measured uptime of 99.9999%4
• Automatic prediction and resolution of 86% of problems
even before they surface5

4

hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00026086enw?from=app&section=search&isFutureVersion=true

5

hpe.com/psnow/doc/a50004218enw?from=app&section=search&isFutureVersion=true

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE StoreOnce |
HPE InfoSight | Veeam Backup & Replication

Read the full case study
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INVADO
Polish door manufacturer

more

“Based on our positive experience with HPE Nimble Storage and our
cooperative partnership with HPE, we are now thinking of the future and
how HPE can address our data archiving requirements. So, our success story
together continues.”
– Bogdan Kamiński, IT Specialist, INVADO

INVADO has built an industry-leading business in
Poland and across Europe by producing doors and
doorframes that are strong, secure, durable, and
designed to specific customer requirements. The door
manufacturer uses intelligent data storage solutions
from HPE to run its core production operation. Built
on HPE Nimble Storage and HPE InfoSight, with
backup from Veeam, this intelligent solution enhances
the performance, availability, and efficiency of
VMware‑virtualized mission-critical applications with
data protection and business continuity.

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE ProLiant DL360/DL380 servers | Aruba networking | HPE InfoSight |
Veeam Backup & Replication | VMware vCenter

Read the full case study
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INVADO
Manufacturing
& retail

Outcomes

Business
• Accelerates reporting to aid strategic
decision-making

NA

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Ensure reliable, high-performance access to data and applications running core manufacturing operations

• Supports ongoing growth without
expanding storage capacity

THE WAY FORWARD

• Strengthens data protection and offers
business continuity

The business intelligence application previously required 16 hours to refresh. Immediately after implementing
HPE Nimble Storage that time was cut in half. This accelerates reporting on business results such as revenue per
customer to aid strategic decision-making.

Operations
• Offers 50% faster refresh of business
intelligence data
• Delivers 3.2:1 data reduction that enhances
utilization to support ongoing growth6
• Provides five-minute recovery point,
protecting critical data assets

“It is much easier for us to do backups with Veeam and HPE Nimble
Storage than our previous solution. We take snapshots throughout the day
and replicate them to our backup data center. If we ever had a disruption to
our primary data center, we could resume business nearly immediately and
not lose more than five minutes of data.”
– Marcel Chyra, IT Specialist, INVADO

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT

INVADO gains
intelligence-driven
performance and
efficiency with
predictive analytics
6

hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00039975enw?from=app&section=search&isFutureVersion=true

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE ProLiant DL360/DL380 servers | Aruba networking | HPE InfoSight |
Veeam Backup & Replication | VMware vCenter

Read the full case study
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HPE IT
Global IT company

more

“We were very excited to see what the HPE Elastic Platform for Analytics
could do for us. With our legacy environment, getting the right balance of
compute and storage was always very difficult. We inevitably had too much
storage and not enough compute, or vice versa. Now we can scale compute
and storage independently, with workload and density optimized. It’s a
game-changer.”
– Kimberly Read, Big Data enterprise architect, HPE IT

When you’re one of the world’s largest IT companies,
data is simply part of your DNA. That’s certainly true for
HPE. There’s never been a shortage of data at HPE; the
problem—data was everywhere. Using the HPE Elastic
Platform for Analytics and HPE Ezmeral Runtime Enterprise
to deliver analytics as a service, HPE IT empowers global
business users to spin up customized analytics projects in
minutes, enabling timely data-driven business decisions.

The platform
HPE Apollo 2000 Gen10 system | Cloudera Data Platform | HPE Apollo 4200 systems |
HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 server | HPE Ezmeral Runtime Enterprise

Read the full case study
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HPE IT
Manufacturing
& retail

Outcomes

Business
• Empowers global teams to make data-driven
business decisions

NA

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Improve the speed, agility, and economics of delivering advanced analytics to diverse global business teams

• Provides one version of the truth from edge
to core for a more consistent reporting

THE WAY FORWARD

• Reduces the cost and complexity of
delivering global analytics services

HPE Elastic Platform for Analytics empowers business users with access to analytics as a service wherever they
are—and do so fast, cost-effectively, and in an architecturally sound manner.

Operations
• Offers scale for storage and compute
independently for a more agile response to
new workloads

“With the HPE Elastic Platform for Analytics as the foundation, we are
fulfilling our vision of a data-driven business. The key value is providing
users access to the complete range of data HPE generates and empowering
them with the tools to visualize the data in new, insightful ways that lead
to better-informed business decisions.”

• Enables near real-time ingestion and
processing of data from any source
• Facilitates users to spin up micro-clusters for
analytics projects in minutes

– Ravi Achukola, Associate Vice President of Global IT Enterprise Data Analytics, HPE IT

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
HPE Ezmeral Runtime Enterprise enables IT and
business users to spin up micro-clusters in minutes
for a variety of special projects and short-term
workload requirements.

The platform
HPE Apollo 2000 Gen10 system | Cloudera Data Platform | HPE Apollo 4200 systems |
HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 server | HPE Ezmeral Runtime Enterprise

Read the full case study

eBook

HPE STORAGE
CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Global IT company

more

“With the HPE Apollo 4000 and Scality RING solution, we are not only
realizing time savings for customer support, but also discovering new
opportunities to innovate. The intelligence and openness offered by the new
data lake is giving our team the chance to grow professionally and elevating
their roles to bring greater business value.”
– Ahmad Kassak, Director of Engineering, HPE

Hewlett Packard Enterprise transformed customer support
using object data storage as the foundation for an intelligent
data lake that brings smart new tools for advanced data
management. Built on HPE Apollo 4000 systems and Scality
RING, the solution accelerates and enriches system fault
analysis and resolution to elevate the customer experience.

The platform
HPE Apollo 4000 systems | HPE InfoSight | Scality RING

Read the full case study
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HPE STORAGE CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Manufacturing
& retail

Outcomes

Business
• Elevates the customer experience with faster
time to issue resolution

NA

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Empower customer support analysts with intelligent tools to accelerate resolution of customer issues

• Empowers customer support analysts with
intelligent tools and enriched data
• Inspires innovation to expand business value
of the data lake
Operations
• Simplifies data access and analysis for
customer support team
• Offers up to 1000x faster query response
times across billions of files
• Provides 52% increase in ingestion rate of
4–5 terabytes of data per day

THE WAY FORWARD
Intelligent data lake opened immense possibilities and transformation leading to a positive impact on customer
experience. HPE experienced innovative handling of massive amounts of telemetry data, along with leveraging
machine learning and predictive analytics for impactful results.

“We’ve seen a 52% increase in our ingestion rate since moving to the
HPE Apollo 4000 and Scality RING solution. If a customer is in the middle
of an outage, speed matters. You need that data, and you need it now.”
– Dan Kortenhoeven, Senior Systems Engineer, HPE

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
Find a system issue even before the
customer sees it with up to

1000x
faster query response times across
billions of files.

The platform
HPE Apollo 4000 systems | HPE InfoSight | Scality RING

Read the full case study
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KVERNELAND GROUP
Leading international
manufacturer of agricultural
equipment

more

“The ease of HPE Primera’s implementation was also a compelling reason
to purchase. When it came time to roll HPE Primera itself, it was easy and
there was no downtime. On top of that, we also set up a remote copy
between different sites. This was a bit more involved of a process than
unpacking it and putting it into the rack, but it was simple enough to do
ourselves.”
– Stian Bryne, Manager IT Operations, Kverneland Group

Kverneland Group develops, produces, and
distributes agricultural implements, electronic
solutions, and digital services to the farming
community. To drive innovation, Kverneland Group
wanted to reduce complexity while not losing sight
of security and downtime. That’s what started
the group’s exploration of HPE Primera. The HPE
solution comes with deduplication, compression,
and the promise of 100% availability. Another
advantage of the solution is HPE InfoSight that
delivers AI-powered autonomous operations to
enable an always-on, always-fast, and always-agile
environment. Today, although still in the process
of migrating, Kverneland Group has started seeing
the initial benefits—extreme resiliency, enhanced
performance, less complexity, and greater agility.

The platform
HPE Primera | HPE InfoSight

Read the full story
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KVERNELAND GROUP
Manufacturing
& retail

Outcomes

Business
• Enhances performance
• Predicts and resolves problems even before
they occur
• Delivers better insights
Operations
• Reduces servers and complexity
• Lessens time spent on system maintenance
• Mitigates downtime during the rollout

Europe

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Reduce complexity to drive innovation

THE WAY FORWARD
“We expect to see more data reduction when we move over our SAP system, which we have yet to do. This
will help us in our goal of reducing servers and complexity. The result will be that we spend less time just
maintaining the system, and more time on becoming a more innovative, agile company. The more time
my team has to tackle newer and bigger challenges, the more we can help Kverneland develop the latest
technology.”
– Stian Bryne, Manager IT Operations, Kverneland Group

“One of the big buying points for us was HPE InfoSight Looking back, our
old system was quite cumbersome in that every time we wanted to make a
change, add some components, or connect something, we needed to read
up and down to check everything was supported.”
– Stian Bryne, Manager IT Operations, Kverneland Group

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
With HPE Primera, Kverneland Group gained:
• 100% availability
• Increased performance
• Simple rollout

The platform
HPE Primera | HPE InfoSight

Read the full story
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FERRARA CANDY
COMPANY
American candy manufacturer

more

“We had a demo of HPE Nimble Storage that opened our eyes. They gave us
an HPE InfoSight demo that showed us real-life anonymized statistics from
other users of SAP on the HPE Nimble Storage platform and what their
performance actually looked like. Nobody else’s AI could do that—nobody
else’s AI can do what HPE InfoSight does.”
– Stefan Floyhar, Senior IT Manager for IT Infrastructure, Ferrara Candy Company

Ferrara Candy Company has emerged as a
leader in the global candy market. With dozens
of classic brands under its belt—from Nerds and
Laffy Taffy to SweeTARTS and Jujyfruits—the
candymaker is scaling at a rapid pace. To gain
control over its rapidly growing IT environment
and get its manufacturing pipeline back on
track, Ferrara Candy Company was looking for
a solution that incorporated both ease of use
and AI in their DNA. The team at Ferrara Candy
Company turned to Sayers Technology—a
2017 HPE U.S. partner of the year. Together,
they picked HPE Nimble Storage. Today, with
the predictive analytics of HPE InfoSight, the
IT team at Ferrara Candy Company can stop
focusing on the infrastructure and think about
what really matters to the business.

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE InfoSight

Read the full case study
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FERRARA CANDY COMPANY
Manufacturing
& retail

Outcomes

Business
• Mitigates losses by preventing SAP system
downtime
• Helps ease administration
• Brings in rapid growth
Operations
• Offers proactive monitoring and visibility
into applications
• Provides support for smooth functioning of
the business

Europe

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Gain control over its rapidly growing IT environment

THE WAY FORWARD
“Now with HPE Nimble Storage and HPE InfoSight, we have the ability to stop focusing on the infrastructure
and think about what really matters to the business.”
– Stefan Floyhar, Senior IT Manager for IT Infrastructure, Ferrara Candy Company

“Nobody else’s AI can do what HPE InfoSight does.”
– Stefan Floyhar, Senior IT Manager for IT Infrastructure, Ferrara Candy Company

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
With HPE Nimble Storage, Ferrara Candy
Company:
• Avoids six-figure costs by preventing SAP
system downtime
• Manages 35 iconic candy and chocolate
brands under one roof

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE InfoSight

Read the full case study
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UNIOR GROUP
Leading global manufacturer of
forge, special machines, and hand
tools in Slovenia

more

“We standardize on HPE technologies because they are easy to use, and
they just work. Instead of fighting fires, we can focus on our business.”
– Ivan Cizel, IT Manager, Unior Group

Unior Group is one of the leading worldwide manufacturers from Slovenia,
producing key components for the auto industry, as well as hand tools for craftsmen
and special-purpose machines for steel processing. Interestingly, the company
also operates several hotels in popular resort communities in Slovenia. Such a
diverse business could create massive complexity for the group’s lean IT team.
When business demands intensified and its previous HPE infrastructure required
upgrading, Unior Group invested in HPE Synergy composable infrastructure and
HPE Primera intelligent storage for mission-critical applications. Unior Group also
uses Aruba for its core network and Wi-Fi, as well as HPE StoreOnce Backup with
Veeam Backup & Replication.

The platform
HPE Synergy | HPE Primera | HPE StoreOnce Backup | Aruba networking |
HPE InfoSight | HPE OneView | Veeam Backup & Replication

Read the full case study
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UNIOR GROUP
Manufacturing
& retail

Outcomes

Business
• Improves business agility to serve diverse
customer demands

Europe

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Build on the history of manufacturing excellence with innovation and business growth across diverse business lines

• Keeps critical manufacturing operations
running 24x7

THE WAY FORWARD

• Positions Unior Group for future growth and
business expansion

“We feel the commitment from HPE to our business. It’s a partnership where we can talk openly about our
challenges and objectives, and together find technology solutions to lead Unior into the future.”

Operations
• Accelerates IT response to business
requests for resources

– Rok Planinsec, Chief Information Officer, Unior Group

• Enables 100% availability for mission-critical
operations
• Frees IT to focus on innovation and business
enablement

“HPE Synergy and HPE Primera provide us with an intelligent private cloud
foundation. We get the agility to react quickly when the business needs
services for some new project. And our HPE technologies also make it simple,
so we can provide a responsive, seamless experience for our end users.”
– Ivan Cizel, IT Manager, Unior Group

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
With HPE solutions, Unior Group gains:
• 100% availability for mission-critical operations
• Flexibility to keep critical manufacturing operations running 24x7
• Accelerated IT response to business requests

The platform
HPE Synergy | HPE Primera | HPE StoreOnce Backup | Aruba networking |
HPE InfoSight | HPE OneView | Veeam Backup & Replication

Read the full case study
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AUDIO ACOUSTICS
Sound and communication
specialists in Springfield, Missouri

more

“When we invest in our business, we often find that available solutions are
geared more for the big guys. What’s different about HPE Cloud Volumes
is that it’s a fit for us functionally but is also priced to meet a small
businesses’ needs. I have no doubt that our experience holds lessons for
other small businesses, as well.”
– Bob Graham, IT Manager, Audio Acoustics

While originally focused on installing sound systems, over time, Audio Acoustics has grown by discovering and capitalizing on a range of new niches
and opportunities. But for a long time, its DR strategy was sketchy. When Audio Acoustics started its search for a solution that would protect its
infrastructure without breaking its budget, it learned about HPE Cloud Volumes—an on-demand enterprise cloud storage delivering block and backup
services solution that lets companies replicate to the cloud directly from an HPE Nimble Storage array. The company already owned an HPE Nimble
Storage array. With the HPE solution, the only additional cost was for the cloud subscription.

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server

Read the full case study
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AUDIO ACOUSTICS
Manufacturing
& retail

Outcomes

Business
• Decreases overspending by 100x on
business recovery services
• Reduces risk of catastrophic business
disruption to near zero
• Enables a cost-effective DR environment
Operations
• Restores critical applications and data
• Enhances support for employees
• Negates any discernable impact of
replication
• Offers a simple and easy solution

Europe

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Prepare the business for growth and new market opportunities—as well as uncertainties and unknowns

THE WAY FORWARD
With a solid DR solution in place, the company’s future looks promising. Today, Audio Acoustics can continue to
operate even if it suffered a catastrophic outage.

“We already owned an HPE Nimble Storage array. With the HPE solution, our
only additional cost is for the cloud subscription, and that’s economical
because it’s based on the amount of data we want to store.”
– Bob Graham, IT Manager, Audio Acoustics

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
With the new solution, Audio Acoustics reduces:
• Overspending on business recovery services by 100x
• Risk of catastrophic business disruption to near zero

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server

Read the full case study
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MOUNT TEIDE
CABLE CAR
Aerial tramway in Spain

more

“Thanks to HPE Nimble Storage we’ve improved in stability, efficiency, and
productivity. Our applications respond more quickly to the queries that are
implemented in the SQL cluster. Moreover, we’ve been able to reduce the
maintenance tasks, there by taking a major burden off our ITC
department’s shoulders.”
– Claudio García, IT Department Head for Mount Teide Cable Car

The highest cable car in Spain spanning an incline of almost 4,000 feet, Mount Teide Cable Car, has become one of the most popular destinations in the
Canary Islands. The technology behind this success comes from HPE. Installation and configuration of the HPE Nimble Storage array enabled Mount
Teide Cable Car to respond more quickly to the queries, providing visitors with the best possible service.

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE InfoSight

Read the full case study
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MOUNT TEIDE CABLE CAR
Manufacturing
& retail

Outcomes

Business
• Improves stability, efficiency, and
productivity

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Improve response time in business applications

• Offers the ability to reduce maintenance
tasks

THE WAY FORWARD

• Provides manageability and monitoring in a
mission-critical environment

Quicker response time to queries that are implemented, providing visitors with the best possible service

Operations
• Replaces hard drives with flash drives
• Attains greater speed for the queries that
are done in the SQL Server cluster
• Delivers new inline deduplication and
compression capabilities

Europe

“HPE InfoSight is able to nip problems in the bud, monitoring the entire data
path, from the array to the application, including the network infrastructure,
the servers, and the virtualized systems. HPE Nimble Storage is thus able to
offer 6-nines guaranteed availability, with 86% of problems resolved
automatically, 54% of which are unrelated to storage.”
– Claudio García, IT Department Head, Mount Teide Cable Car

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
With HPE Nimble Storage, Mount Teide Cable Car gains:
• 6-nines guaranteed availability
• 86% problem resolution
• Greater speed for queries done in the SQL Server cluster

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE InfoSight

Read the full case study

PUBLIC SECTOR AND
EDUCATION
Government agencies need to find creative ways to store massive amount of
information about residents. Schools and educational organizations rely on
IT for everything—from payroll to virtual education services—while ensuring
system uptime and data protection. Both sectors need the right infrastructure
to ensure system uptime and data protection to meet compliance regulations
and reduce costs. These case studies describe how migrating to modern
storage infrastructure can significantly increase storage performance
and support faster backup and recovery for government agencies and
educational organizations. Even with tight budgets, these initiatives can be
supported by deploying a highly scalable, cost‑effective storage solution.

eBook

KIEN
Educational IT cooperative in The
Netherlands

more

“We have not had a single disruption since we implemented the new
platform. Everything works superfast. And managing the environment has
become much easier.”
– Marco de Jong, IT Architect, KIEN

KIEN is an educational IT cooperative that acts as a managed service provider to members, ranging
from childcare centers and primary schools to colleges, with 30K users from 100 different schools.
The cooperative’s flagship service, My Digital School, provides device-independent learning through
a reliable, compliant, cloud-like delivery model.
Six years after KIEN’s formation, its IT systems needed a refresh. KIEN approached HPE partner
AXEZ ICT Solutions to design and implement a new, cutting-edge IT platform featuring HPE Nimble
Storage systems and HPE Synergy.

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE InfoSight | HPE Synergy

Read the full case study
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KIEN
Public sector and
education

Outcomes

Business
• Brings in zero business disruptions since
implementation

Europe

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Support member institutions’ mission-critical applications, handle peak loads at the start of each school day, store
terabytes of data, and provide for future growth

• Offers efficient use of storage capacity that
supports cost-effective future growth

THE WAY FORWARD

• Provides easier management and frees
engineers for high-value tasks

The HPE Nimble Storage platform gives KIEN high reliability and extra capacity, which boosts its system performance
and gives them the performance and storage scalability they need as they grow.

Operations
• Decreases data footprint by 50% through
deduplication and compression
• Reduces the number of physical nodes from
12 to 6
• Completes deployment and migration in just
three months

“We determined that the HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Synergy solutions
would be an excellent fit for KIEN’s needs, in terms of both price and
functionality. We were so confident the HPE solution would succeed, we offered
our data center design and migration services under a fixed-price guarantee.”
– René van Dop, Director, AXEZ

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT

HPE InfoSight is the industry’s most advanced AI for infrastructure. Every second, it collects and analyzes millions of sensors from
systems across the globe, then uses predictive analytics to predict, prevent, and auto-resolve problems.

150,000
1,250
1.5

systems connected

79%

lower storage operational expenses

73%

fewer trouble tickets in the environment

85%

less time spent resolving storage-related trouble tickets

69%

faster time to resolution for Level 3 support events

trillion data points

million hours saved

FIGURE 6. The technology outcome

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE InfoSight | HPE Synergy

Read the full case study
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IRISH PRISON
SERVICE
Government of Ireland
Prison Facility

more

“Video data has a huge impact on the safety and security of our staff and
prisoners. People’s lives are at stake in extreme cases. Therefore, it’s
hugely important that there are safeguards around how the data is stored
and secured. HPE and Scality provide us with assurance that those
safeguards are in place and that they will work.”
– George Jackson, Head of ICT, Irish Prison Service

Irish Prison Service cares for prisoners with dignity and oversees
their rehabilitation to help build safer communities upon their
release. This requires highly trained, skilled professionals,
along with top-class technology. Using intelligent data storage
solutions from HPE, Scality, and CTERA, Irish Prison Service
reliably preserves high-definition surveillance video for incident
investigation, which is critical to ensuring the safety of staff and
prisoners. This end‑to-end solution delivers strong security with
massive scalability and high efficiency to manage this critical
video data over many years, and systematically deleting old
data when allowed by law and policy.

The platform
HPE Apollo 4000 systems | Scality RING | HPE ProLiant servers | HPE Proactive Care

Read the full case study
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IRISH PRISON SERVICE
Public sector and
education

Outcomes

Business
• Helps ensure the safety of prison staff and
inmates

Europe

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Deliver reliable and scalable storage of critical video surveillance data used for incident investigation

• Reliably preserves video data for incident
investigation

THE WAY FORWARD

• Improves efficiency with systematic data
deletion based on law and policy

The end-to-end solution from HPE delivers strong security, extreme reliability, massive scalability, and high efficiency,
helping enable the security and safety of its staff and prisoners.

Operations
• Strengthens security for storing critical
surveillance video

“Prisons can be difficult environments, so any technology we use must work.
We’ve had a very good relationship with HPE for many years and have
confidence in the solution HPE and Scality have brought. It does what it says
on the tin. That’s a huge thing for us. If there is an incident, it’s highly
important that the solution works and is reliable.”

• Increases scalability and durability of long
term video storage
• Streamlines storage administration, freeing
IT staff for other projects

– George Jackson, Head of ICT, Irish Prison Service

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
HPE and Scality deliver on all counts—Irish Prison
Service now stores sensitive video data over four years
with utmost security.

The platform
HPE Apollo 4000 systems | Scality RING | HPE ProLiant servers | HPE Proactive Care

Read the full case study
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UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
BASEL
University hospital in Switzerland

more

“My theory has always been, ‘never crash into a wall’—always have a way
forward. I look for technology that takes away problems and provides
flexibility to adapt when our customers within the university hospital
come to us with new demands. HPE and Scality have taken the problem of
archiving data away from me; they’ve eliminated that worry. And anything
I don’t have to worry about is a good thing.”
– Markus Müller, Head of Data Center Management, University Hospital Basel

University Hospital Basel has been pioneering advanced medical
procedures for more than 150 years. Recognizing that doctors and
researchers want access to data on every individual, from prenatal to the
end of their lives, this university hospital wanted to take a fresh look at
its storage and archiving infrastructure. The traditional file systems that
this organization had long relied were no longer adequate. After a careful
evaluation of the various proposed options, University Hospital Basel
deployed Scality RING, running on HPE Apollo 4510 Gen10 system, in
three data centers across the university hospital campus.

The platform
HPE Apollo 4510 Gen10 system | Scality RING | HPE Proactive Care

Read the full case study
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UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL BASEL
Public sector and
education

Outcomes

Business
• Simplifies access of clinical and patient data
vital to research
• Enables greater medical collaboration across
organizations
Operations
• Scales easily to support growing volumes of
Big Data
• Offers seamless data movement between
Scality RING and the public cloud
• Enables data integrity with data security and
durability

Europe

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Provide doctors and researchers with ready access to historical and current data to aid diagnoses and development
of new medical treatments

THE WAY FORWARD
With HPE Apollo 4510 systems, researchers at the University Hospital Basel are well equipped to shape the future of
personalized medicine and improve the health and wellness of people around the world.

“With the Scality RING architecture stretched across three data centers, we
have assurance that if we have a failure in one data center, the other two
will continue to operate. To prevent the data from ever being altered or
deleted, we set the file properties via Scality to read-only. Compared to
when we only had a picture archive in the basement, we have made
tremendous progress!”
– Markus Müller, Head of Data Center Management, University Hospital Basel

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
The Scality RING solution provided the foundation for
a universal medical archive that University Hospital
Basel had envisioned, with the ability to store and
protect all types of data—from radiological images
and clinical data to video footage and scanned
images of paper patient records. What’s more, it can
scale virtually without limits by simply adding storage
nodes to the universal archive.

The platform
HPE Apollo 4510 Gen10 system | Scality RING | HPE Proactive Care

Read the full case study
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THE MUNICIPALITY
OF HAUGESUND
Norwegian municipality

more

“Our primary focus is on providing quality service to our citizens. They pay
our wages through taxes and have a right to demand good services. That’s
the number one reason for investing in modern technologies like
HPE Primera.”
– Roy Ratcliff, ICT Consultant, Server and Storage, Municipality of Haugesund

The municipality of Haugesund needed intelligent data storage to run mission-critical
applications and databases supporting vital public services. By migrating to HPE Primera
with HPE InfoSight, the municipality of Haugesund improved the speed and agility of its key
processes such as social security requests and child welfare reports to deliver more responsive,
higher-quality service for its citizens.

The platform
HPE Primera 600 storage | HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server | HPE InfoSight | Veeam Backup & Replication | VMware

Read the full case study
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THE MUNICIPALITY OF HAUGESUND
Public sector and
education

Outcomes

Business
• Enables responsive, quality services to
citizens of Haugesund
• Saves processing time for administrators,
improving job satisfaction
• Enhances availability to support the 24x7
demands of the community
Operations
• Delivers high performance and availability
for critical municipality processes
• Reduces file server data extraction time
from 20 minutes to a few seconds
• Brings IT peace of mind with preemptive
system support

Europe

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Deliver responsive services to meet citizen needs for health, education, welfare, and cultural enjoyment

THE WAY FORWARD
As the municipality of Haugesund continues to digitalize more services and add online self-service capabilities for its
citizens, they are confident that they have the right IT infrastructure and services in place to support them.

“There is a reward for investing in advanced technologies and services. We
gain automation and greater agility in delivering services to our citizens.
Running our services on the best hardware, which to us is HPE—well, you
can’t ask for anything more.”
– Roy Ratcliff, ICT Consultant, Server and Storage, Municipality of Haugesund

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
By partnering with HPE, the municipality of
Haugesund achieves:
• Reduced file server data extraction time from
20 minutes to a few seconds
• 100% availability

The platform
HPE Primera 600 storage | HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server | HPE InfoSight | Veeam Backup & Replication | VMware

Read the full case study
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BEYKENT UNIVERSITY
Foundation university in Turkey

“With HPE Primera, not only can we serve 3,000 students concurrently on
the remote learning system, but Beykent University is the first educational
institution in Turkey to make the leap to AI in our IT infrastructure. We have
gone from an outdated system to one that sets us up for the future, and
that’s a big achievement by any measure.”
– Fatih Akkuş, Head of IT, Beykent University

Founded in 1997 in Istanbul, Beykent University is one of the more famous private universities
in Turkey. For years, the university used Dell EMC storage, but that solution was aging. In
addition to a storage refresh, Beykent University wanted to consolidate its distributed data
center and replace its management infrastructure for hardware, software, and applications. After
careful consideration, the university decided to move ahead with HPE Primera with the help of
their IT partner, BVF. Today, Beykent University has risen to the challenge of remote learning
by implementing a high-performance, state-of-the-art system. Their operational costs have
decreased significantly, despite the high workloads of the apps they need to make remote learning
possible for students. Storage management is now an automatic operation.

The platform
HPE Primera | HPE InfoSight

Read the full case study
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BEYKENT UNIVERSITY
Public sector and
education

Outcomes

Business
• Improves disaster recovery

Middle East

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Replace obsolete infrastructure and update back-end storage to keep up with new workloads

• Eases the management burden
• Predicts and resolves issues automatically,
freeing up the IT team

THE WAY FORWARD

• Implements a high-performance,
state-of-the-art system

“HPE Primera is our primary storage unit now which houses our virtual machines and data. In the future, we
plan to position all systems that require performance, security, and high availability on HPE Primera.”

Operations
• Offers ease of configuration

– Fatih Akkuş, Head of IT, Beykent University

• Runs extra workloads for student
information system

“When I look at the past 10 years of data on our system, we have never had
higher I/O or transaction numbers than we do now with remote learning.
Despite that, our new system is running very well. What felt like a big move
to HPE Primera has been seamless, and we have seen big benefits.”

• Provides higher I/O or transaction numbers

– Fatih Akkuş, Head of IT, Beykent University

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
AI-powered storage brings in resiliency, agility,
and enhanced performance for Beykent
University

The platform
HPE Primera | HPE InfoSight

Read the full case study
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AURORA COLLEGE
Publicly funded post-secondary
educational institution in Canada

more

“We were pleased with the performance and reliability of our HPE 3PAR
systems, and the more we learned about HPE Nimble Storage, the more it
looked like it would take even less hands-on care and feeding. That’s a big
plus for us.”
– Jesse Evans, Information Technology Analyst, Aurora College

Aurora College offers various diploma and certificate programs, with options in nursing and healthcare, trades and apprenticeships, and adult literacy
in Canada’s Northwest Territories—an enormous, remote region that extends northward beyond the Arctic Circle. But the region’s climate, size, and
infrastructure meant that the small IT team of the college must handle some interesting challenges. Most recently, the team decided it was time to
replace its legacy HPE 3PAR storage platform. They implemented HPE Nimble Storage, installing the storage array at the headquarters and primary
campus. While the college benefits from the immediate benefits of HPE Nimble Storage, the platform also enables the team to achieve its primary
mission—supporting the institution’s students, educators, and administrative staff.

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE InfoSight

Read the full case study
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AURORA COLLEGE
Public sector and
education

Outcomes

Business
• Expands storage capacity to support
academic priorities

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Deliver educational services to support regional economy and provide equitable access to academic and career
opportunities

• Enables seamless transition to online
services and remote learning

THE WAY FORWARD

• Offers better preparedness for transition to a
polytechnic university

Today, with the IT team’s infrastructure improvements, Aurora College is better prepared for transition to a
polytechnic university. HPE Nimble Storage provides a critical building block for this effort.

Operations
• Reduces risk of disruption through 50%–60%
faster time-to-repair
• Enables a simple and straightforward rollout
• Offers efficient deduplication capabilities

NA

“We went to HPE Nimble Storage hoping to gain efficiencies, and that’s
exactly what the platform delivered. We now have enough storage capacity
for the next five–six years, which means we have the flexibility to support
Aurora College as it grows and evolves its academic offerings.”
– Jason Panter, Manager, Information Systems & Technology, Aurora College

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
With HPE Nimble Storage,
Aurora College gains:
• 50%–60% faster time-to-repair
• Reduced need for hands-on
intervention

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE InfoSight

Read the full case study
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UNIVERSITY OF
HUDDERSFIELD

“The HPE infrastructure supports our cloud strategy by making sure we
have outstanding on-campus facilities for those applications and services
that are not suited for the cloud.”

Public research university in
England

– Joanna Radley, Head of Core IT Infrastructure, University of Huddersfield

The University of Huddersfield offers courses via six
Schools of Study—Applied Science, Arts and Humanities,
Business and Law, Computing and Engineering, Education
and Professional Development, and Human and Health
Sciences. To ensure IT stays current with the changing
needs of students and staff, the data center infrastructure
is refreshed on a regular five-year cycle. The university’s
new infrastructure is built on HPE Nimble Storage with
HPE StoreEasy file and application storage, HPE Synergy
composable infrastructure, and the predictive analytics
from HPE InfoSight. The fact that HPE products are
ENERGY STAR rated brought an added advantage in
support of the university’s energy-efficiency goals.

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE StoreEasy | HPE Synergy | HPE InfoSight

Read the full case study
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UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD
Public sector and
education

Outcomes

Business
• Ensures high reliability of core university IT
services

Europe

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Position IT as a utility delivering reliable services to staff and students using the most efficient resources available

• Delivers on strategic energy efficiency
objectives

THE WAY FORWARD

Operations
• Offers visibility into utilization trends and
spots potential issues

In the long term, as University of Huddersfield moves more IT workloads into the public cloud, the university is
confident the HPE infrastructure will stand up to the growing needs and expectations of the services remaining
on‑premises.

• Saves hours in IT system management time

“It was quite clear that HPE was the right choice. In terms of vendor
engagement and relationship building, there was really no comparison.
HPE bent over backwards to make sure we were fully informed on the
technical capabilities and satisfied with the overall solution.”

• Resolves issues faster and deliver better
overall service for the university
• Reduces administrative tasks from hours to
minutes

– Mike Lowden, Technical Lead, University of Huddersfield

TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
With HPE Nimble Storage, University of
Huddersfield:
• Reduces time spent on administrative
from hours to minutes
• Meets its energy-efficiency goals

The platform
HPE Nimble Storage | HPE StoreEasy | HPE Synergy | HPE InfoSight

Read the full case study
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UNLEASH THE POWER
OF YOUR DATA
Harness the full potential of your data,
wherever it lives, with a seamless cloud
experience for data and data infrastructure
from edge to cloud. Radically streamline data
and infrastructure management to reduce silos
and complexity—and unleash data, agility, and
innovation. Discover new opportunities.

Make the right purchase decision.
Contact our presales specialists.

Chat now (sales)

Unlock the full potential of your data with HPE storage and data protection solutions.
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